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Behind the Carbon Curtain
Edited by Kris Rutten, Stefaan Blancke, and Ronald Soetaert,
Perspectives on Science and Culture explores the
intersection between scientific understanding and cultural
representation from an interdisciplinary perspective.
Contributors to the volume analyze representations of science
and scientific discourse from the perspectives of rhetorical
criticism, comparative cultural studies, narratology,
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educational studies, discourse analysis, naturalized
epistemology, and the cognitive sciences. The main objective
of the volume is to explore how particular cognitive
predispositions and cultural representations both shape and
distort the public debate about scientific controversies, the
teaching and learning of science, and the development of
science itself. The theoretical background of the articles in the
volume integrates C. P. Snow's concept of the two cultures
(science and the humanities) and Jerome Bruner's
confrontation between narrative and logico-scientific modes of
thinking (i.e., the cognitive and the evolutionary approaches
to human cognition).

Science Left Behind
A wide-ranging argument by a renowned anthropologist that
the capacity to believe is what makes us human Why are so
many humans religious? Why do we daydream, imagine, and
hope? Philosophers, theologians, social scientists, and
historians have offered explanations for centuries, but their
accounts often ignore or even avoid human evolution.
Evolutionary scientists answer with proposals for why ritual,
religion, and faith make sense as adaptations to past
challenges or as by-products of our hyper-complex cognitive
capacities. But what if the focus on religion is too narrow?
Renowned anthropologist Agustín Fuentes argues that the
capacity to be religious is actually a small part of a larger and
deeper human capacity to believe. Why believe in religion,
economies, love? A fascinating intervention into some of the
most common misconceptions about human nature, this book
employs evolutionary, neurobiological, and anthropological
evidence to argue that belief—the ability to commit
passionately and wholeheartedly to an idea—is central to the
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human way of being in the world.

Scienceblind
The Believing Brain is bestselling author Michael Shermer's
comprehensive and provocative theory on how beliefs are
born, formed, reinforced, challenged, changed, and
extinguished. In this work synthesizing thirty years of
research, psychologist, historian of science, and the world's
best-known skeptic Michael Shermer upends the traditional
thinking about how humans form beliefs about the world.
Simply put, beliefs come first and explanations for beliefs
follow. The brain, Shermer argues, is a belief engine. From
sensory data flowing in through the senses, the brain
naturally begins to look for and find patterns, and then infuses
those patterns with meaning. Our brains connect the dots of
our world into meaningful patterns that explain why things
happen, and these patterns become beliefs. Once beliefs are
formed the brain begins to look for and find confirmatory
evidence in support of those beliefs, which accelerates the
process of reinforcing them, and round and round the process
goes in a positive-feedback loop of belief confirmation.
Shermer outlines the numerous cognitive tools our brains
engage to reinforce our beliefs as truths. Interlaced with his
theory of belief, Shermer provides countless real-world
examples of how this process operates, from politics,
economics, and religion to conspiracy theories, the
supernatural, and the paranormal. Ultimately, he
demonstrates why science is the best tool ever devised to
determine whether or not a belief matches reality.

Places of the Heart
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In 1877, a young Freud met an established physician named
Josef Breuer and they began a collaboration that would lead
to the publication of the classic work, Studies on Hysteria. But
by the time it released, Freud was moving to establish himself
as a major figure in the treatment of mentally ill patients, and
would let no one stand in his way. He consequently
minimized Breuer's contributions, betraying his former mentor
and benefactor.In A Dream of Undying Fame, renowned
psychologist Louis Breger narrates the story behind the
creation of Studies as well as the case of Anna O., which
helped contribute to Freud's definition of ''neurosis.'' Breger
reveals that Freud's own self-mythologizing and history not
only affected everything he did in life, but also helped shape
his emerging beliefs about psychoanalysis. Illustrating the
importance of personality and social context behind an
intellectual breakthrough, Breger provides an in-depth look at
a field that reshaped our understanding of what it means to
be human.

The Influential Mind
To listen to most pundits and political writers, evolution, stem
cells, and climate change are the only scientific issues worth
mentioning—and the only people who are anti-science are
conservatives. Yet those on the left have numerous fallacies
of their own. Aversion to clean energy programs, basic
biological research, and even life-saving vaccines come
naturally to many progressives. These are positions
supported by little more than junk-science and paranoid
thinking. Now for the first time, science writers Dr. Alex B.
Berezow and Hank Campbell have drawn open the curtain on
the left's fear of science. As Science Left Behind reveals,
vague inclinations about the wholesomeness of all things
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natural, the unhealthiness of the unnatural, and many other
seductive fallacies have led to an epidemic of misinformation.
The results: public health crises, damaging and misguided
policies, and worst of all, a new culture war over basic
scientific facts—in which the left is just as culpable as the
right.

The Enlightened College Applicant
This is the first book to explain why people misunderstand
economics. From the cognitive shortcuts we use to make
sense of complex information, to the metaphors we rely on
and their effect on our thinking, this important book lays bare
not only the psychological traits that distort our ability to
understand such a vital topic, but also what this means for
policy makers and civil society more widely. Accessibly
written, the book explores the mismatch between the
complexities of economics and the constraints of human
cognition that lie at the root of our misconceptions. The
authors document and explain the gamut of cognitive
strategies laypeople employ as they grapple with such
complex topics as inflation, unemployment, economic crises,
finance, and money in the modern economy. The book
examines sources of misconceptions ranging from the
intentionality fallacy, whereby economic phenomena are
assumed to have been caused deliberately rather than to
have come about by an interplay of many agents and causal
factors, to the role of ideology in framing economic thinking.
Exposing the underlying biases and assumptions that
undermine financial and economic literacy, and concluding
with recommendations for how policies and ideas should be
framed to enable a clearer understanding, this will be
essential reading not only for students and researchers
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across psychology and economics, but also anyone
interested in progressive public policy.

This Book is Worth €25,000
In physics, the idea of extra spatial dimensions originates
from Nordst m’s 5-dimensional vector theory in 1914,
followed by Kaluza-Klein theory in 1921, in an effort to unify
general relativity and electromagnetism in a 5 dimensional
space-time (4 dimensions for space and 1 for time).
Kaluza–Klein theory didn’t generate enough interest with
physicist for the next five decades, due to its problems with
inconsistencies. With the advent of supergravity theory (the
theory that unifies general relativity and supersymmetry
theories) in late 1970’s and eventually, string theories (1980s)
and M-theory (1990s), the dimensions of space-time
increased to 11 (10-space and 1-time dimension). There are
two main features in this book that differentiates it from other
books written about extra dimensions: The first feature is the
coverage of extra dimensions in time (Two Time physics),
which has not been covered in earlier books about extra
dimensions. All other books mainly cover extra spatial
dimensions. The second feature deals with level of
presentation. The material is presented in a non-technical
language followed by additional sections (in the form of
appendices or footnotes) that explain the basic equations and
formulas in the theories. This feature is very attractive to
readers who want to find out more about the theories involved
beyond the basic description for a layperson. The text is
designed for scientifically literate non-specialists who want to
know the latest discoveries in theoretical physics in a nontechnical language. Readers with basic undergraduate
background in modern physics and quantum mechanics can
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easily understand the technical sections. Part I starts with an
overview of the Standard Model of particles and forces,
notions of Einstein’s special and general relativity, and the
overall view of the universe from the Big Bang to the present
epoch, and covers Two-Time physics. 2T-physics has worked
correctly at all scales of physics, both macroscopic and
microscopic, for which there is experimental data so far. In
addition to revealing hidden information even in familiar
"everyday" physics, it also makes testable predictions in
lesser known physics regimes that could be analyzed at the
energy scales of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN or in
cosmological observations." Part II of the book is focused on
extra dimensions of space. It covers the following topics: The
Popular View of Extra Dimensions, Einstein and the Fourth
Dimension, Traditional Extra Dimensions, Einstein's Gravity,
The Theory Formerly Known as String, Warped Extra
Dimensions, and How Do We Look For Extra Dimensions?

Language in Mind
Deluged with messages that range from “It’s Ivy League or
bust” to “It doesn’t matter where you go,” college applicants
and their families often find themselves lost, adrift in a sea of
information overload. Finally—a worthy life preserver has
arrived. The Enlightened College Applicant presents a nononsense account of how students should approach the
college search and admissions process. Instead of providing
recycled entrance statistics or anecdotal generalizations
about campus life, authors Belasco and Bergman incorporate
cutting-edge data and research to pull back the curtain on
critical topics such as: Whether college prestige really
matters, How to maximize your college admission prospects
Which schools and degrees provide the best return on
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investment How to minimize the costs of a college education
What college-related skills are valued in the job market, and
much more. Whether you are a valedictorian or a B/C
student, this easy-to-read book will improve your college
savvy and enable you to maximize the benefits of your higher
education.

Dermatology Essentials E- Book
This is the little book that started a revolution, making
women's voices heard, in their own right and with their own
integrity, for virtually the first time in social scientific theorizing
about women. Its impact was immediate and continues to this
day, in the academic world and beyond. Translated into
sixteen languages, with more than 700,000 copies sold
around the world, In a Different Voice has inspired new
research, new educational initiatives, and political
debate—and helped many women and men to see
themselves and each other in a different light.

Deep Learning in a Disorienting World
We live immersed in thought. But do we actually know what a
thought is? To answer this question, psychology professor
Charles Fernyhough draws on everything from neuroscience
to literary history to grasp the true nature of this most
inscrutable of acts: thinking. Whether a medieval saint who
hears voices or a writer absorbed in an imagined world, a
daydreamer riding the subway or a captivated reader, we
experience thought as a creative inner dialogue featuring
multiple voices. Fernyhough uses this conception to demystify
mental illness, showing that imagining voices is intimately
linked to the feeling of artistic production. Drawing on
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literature, film, and psychology, as well as cognitive science,
The Voices Within is a poetic venture into the depths of our
mind. It will revolutionize the way we hear and understand the
voices in our heads.

Scienceblind
Much has been written about the escalating intolerance of
worldviews other than one's own. Reasoned arguments
based on facts and data seem to have little impact in our
increasingly post-truth culture dominated by social media,
fake news, tribalism, and identity politics. Recent advances in
the study of human cognition, however, offer insights on how
to counter these troubling social trends. In this book,
psychologist Jon F. Wergin calls upon recent research in
learning theory, social psychology, politics, and the arts to
show how a deep learning mindset can be developed in both
oneself and others. Deep learning is an acceptance that our
understanding of the world around us is only temporary and is
subject to constant scrutiny. Someone who is committed to
learning deeply does not simply react to experiences, but
engages fully with that experience, knowing that the
inevitable disquietude is what leads to efficacy in the world.

Giving the Devil his Due
An “engaging and enlightening” (The Wall Street Journal)
argument that innovation and progress are often achieved by
revisiting and retooling ideas from the past rather than
starting from scratch—from Guardian columnist and
contributor to The Atlantic, Stephen Poole. Innovation is not
always as innovative as it may seem. Rethink is the story of
how old ideas that were mocked or ignored for centuries are
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now storming back to the cutting edge of science and
technology, informing the way we lead our lives. This is the
story of Lamarck and the modern-day epigeneticist whose
research vindicated his mocked two hundred-year-old theory
of evolution; of the return of cavalry use in the war in
Afghanistan; of Tesla’s bringing back the electric car; and of
the cognitive scientists who made breakthroughs by turning to
ancient Greek philosophy. “An anecdote-rich tour through the
centuries” (The New York Times), with examples from
business to philosophy to science, Rethink shows what we
can learn by revisiting old, discarded ideas and considering
them from a novel perspective. From within all these rich
anecdotes of overlooked ideas come good ones, helping us
find new ways to think about ideas in our own time—including
out-of-the-box proposals in the boardroom to grand projects
for social and political change. “Clever and entertaininga
thoughtful and thought-provoking book” (The Sunday Times,
London), Rethink helps you see the world differently. Armed
with this picture of the surprising evolution of ideas and their
triumphant second lives, and in the bestselling tradition of
Malcolm Gladwell, Poole’s new approach to a familiar topic is
fun, convincing, and brilliant—and offers a clear takeaway: if
you want to affect the future, start by taking a look at the past.

The Self Illusion
Includes bibliographical references and index.

The Cambridge Handbook of Cognition and
Education
A top behavioral geneticist makes the case that DNA
inherited from our parents at the moment of conception can
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predict our psychological strengths and weaknesses. In
Blueprint, behavioral geneticist Robert Plomin describes how
the DNA revolution has made DNA personal by giving us the
power to predict our psychological strengths and weaknesses
from birth. A century of genetic research shows that DNA
differences inherited from our parents are the consistent
lifelong sources of our psychological individuality—the
blueprint that makes us who we are. Plomin reports that
genetics explains more about the psychological differences
among people than all other factors combined. Nature, not
nurture, is what makes us who we are. Plomin explores the
implications of these findings, drawing some provocative
conclusions—among them that parenting styles don't really
affect children's outcomes once genetics is taken into effect.
This book offers readers a unique insider's view of the
exciting synergies that came from combining genetics and
psychology. The paperback edition has a new afterword by
the author.

A Dream of Undying Fame (Large Print 16pt)
IN A DIFFERENT VOICE
This book considers the variability of metacognitive skills
across cultures. It explores new domains of metacognitive
variability and universal metacognitive features in adults and
children. Throughout, it draws on current anthropological,
linguistic, neuroscientific and psychological evidence.

Still a Man's World
Presents information to discredit Darwin's theories of
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evolution and present a range of philosophical contradictions
to contend that only the Bible can adequately explain key
questions about the way the world came into being. By the
author of Darwin's God.

Consecrating Science
Most of us believe that we are unique and coherent
individuals, but are we? The idea of a "self" has existed ever
since humans began to live in groups and become sociable.
Those who embrace the self as an individual in the West, or a
member of the group in the East, feel fulfilled and purposeful.
This experience seems incredibly real but a wealth of recent
scientific evidence reveals that this notion of the independent,
coherent self is an illusion - it is not what it seems. Reality as
we perceive it is not something that objectively exists, but
something that our brains construct from moment to moment,
interpreting, summarizing, and substituting information along
the way. Like a science fiction movie, we are living in a matrix
that is our mind. In The Self Illusion, Dr. Bruce Hood reveals
how the self emerges during childhood and how the
architecture of the developing brain enables us to become
social animals dependent on each other. He explains that self
is the product of our relationships and interactions with
others, and it exists only in our brains. The author argues,
however, that though the self is an illusion, it is one that
humans cannot live without. But things are changing as our
technology develops and shapes society. The social bonds
and relationships that used to take time and effort to form are
now undergoing a revolution as we start to put our self online.
Social networking activities such as blogging, Facebook,
Linkedin and Twitter threaten to change the way we behave.
Social networking is fast becoming socialization on steroids.
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The speed and ease at which we can form alliances and
relationships is outstripping the same selection processes
that shaped our self prior to the internet era. This book
ventures into unchartered territory to explain how the idea of
the self will never be the same again in the online social
world.

Anti/Vax
Why do we catch colds? What causes seasons to change?
And if you fire a bullet from a gun and drop one from your
hand, which bullet hits the ground first? In a pinch we almost
always get these questions wrong. Worse, we regularly
misconstrue fundamental qualities of the world around us. In
Scienceblind, cognitive and developmental psychologist
Andrew Shtulman shows that the root of our misconceptions
lies in the theories about the world we develop as children.
They're not only wrong, they close our minds to ideas
inconsistent with them, making us unable to learn science
later in life. So how do we get the world right? We must
dismantle our intuitive theories and rebuild our knowledge
from its foundations. The reward won't just be a truer picture
of the world, but clearer solutions to many
controversies—around vaccines, climate change, or
evolution—that plague our politics today.

Information Cultures in the Digital Age
Exploring censorship imposed by corporate wealth and
power, this book focuses on the energy industry in Wyoming,
where coal, oil, and gas are pillars of the economy. The
author examines how governmental bodies and public
institutions have suppressed the expression of ideas that
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conflict with the financial interests of those who profit from
fossil fuels. He reveals the ways in which university
administrations, art museums, education boards, and
research institutes have been coerced into destroying
artwork, abandoning studies, modifying curricula, and firing
employees. His book is an eloquent story of the conflict
between private wealth and free speech. Providing more of
the nation’s energy than any other state, Wyoming is a
sociopolitical lens that magnifies the conflicts in the American
West. But the issues are relevant to any community that is
dependent on a dominant industry—and wherever the
liberties of citizens and the ethics of public officials are at risk.

The Voices Within
Despite an enduring belief that science should be taught,
there has been no enduring consensus about how or why.
This is especially true when it comes to teaching scientific
process. John Rudolph shows that how we think about and
teach science will either sustain or thwart future innovation,
and determine how science is perceived by the public.

The Believing Brain
The launch of a brand new series by the internationally
bestselling, critically acclaimed author of The Coroner's
Lunch With worldwide critical acclaim, Colin Cotterill is one of
the most highly regarded "cult favorite" crime writers today.
Now, with this new series, starting with Killed at the Whim of a
Hat, Cotterill is poised to break into the mainstream. Set in
present day rural Thailand, Cotterill is as sharp and witty, yet
more engaging and charming, than ever before. Jimm Juree
was a crime reporter for the Chiang Mai Daily Mail with a
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somewhat eccentric family—a mother who might be drifting
mentally; a grandfather—a retired cop—who rarely talks; a
younger brother obsessed with body-building, and a
transgendered, former beauty pageant queen, former older
brother. When Jimm is forced to follow her family to a rural
village on the coast of Southern Thailand, she's convinced
her career—maybe her life—is over. So when a van
containing the skeletal remains of two hippies, one of them
wearing a hat, is inexplicably unearthed in a local farmer's
field, Jimm is thrilled. Shortly thereafter an abbot at a local
Buddhist temple is viciously murdered, with the temple's
monk and nun the only suspects. Suddenly Jimm's new life
becomes somewhat more promising—and a lot more deadly.
And if Jimm is to make the most of this opportunity, and
unravel the mysteries that underlie these inexplicable events,
it will take luck, perseverance, and the help of her entire
family. One of Library Journal's Best Mystery Books of 2011

An Introduction to Theories of Learning
Why policies should be based on careful consideration of
their costs and benefits rather than on intuition, popular
opinion, interest groups, and anecdotes. Opinions on
government policies vary widely. Some people feel
passionately about the child obesity epidemic and support
government regulation of sugary drinks. Others argue that
people should be able to eat and drink whatever they like.
Some people are alarmed about climate change and favor
aggressive government intervention. Others don't feel the
need for any sort of climate regulation. In The Cost-Benefit
Revolution, Cass Sunstein argues our major disagreements
really involve facts, not values. It follows that government
policy should not be based on public opinion, intuitions, or
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pressure from interest groups, but on numbers--meaning
careful consideration of costs and benefits. Will a policy save
one life, or one thousand lives? Will it impose costs on
consumers, and if so, will the costs be high or negligible? Will
it hurt workers and small businesses, and, if so, precisely how
much? As the Obama administration's "regulatory czar,"
Sunstein knows his subject in both theory and practice.
Drawing on behavioral economics and his well-known
emphasis on "nudging," he celebrates the cost-benefit
revolution in policy making, tracing its defining moments in
the Reagan, Clinton, and Obama administrations (and
pondering its uncertain future in the Trump administration).
He acknowledges that public officials often lack information
about costs and benefits, and outlines state-of-the-art
techniques for acquiring that information. Policies should
make people's lives better. Quantitative cost-benefit analysis,
Sunstein argues, is the best available method for making this
happen--even if, in the future, new measures of human wellbeing, also explored in this book, may be better still.

Apollo 8
Why did prehistoric people start making music? What does
every postwar pop song have in common? A “masterful” tour
of music through the ages (Booklist, starred review). From
Mozart to Motown and beyond, this “racily written, learned,
and often shrewdly insightful” social history reveals music’s
role in our societies as well as its power to affect us on a
personal level (The Daily Telegraph). Once a building block of
communication and social ritual, today music is also a
worldwide tangle of genres, industries, and identities. But how
did we get from single notes to multilayered orchestration,
from prehistoric instruments like bone flutes to modern-day
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pop? In this dynamic tour, acclaimed composer and
broadcaster Howard Goodall leads us through the
development of music as it happened, idea by idea. In
Goodall’s telling, each innovation that we now take for
granted―harmony, notation, dance music, recording―strikes
us anew. And along the way, Goodall gives listeners a crash
course in how music works on a technical level. The story of
music is the story of human ambition: the urge to invent, to
connect, to rebel. Offering “a lively zip through some forty-five
millennia, jumping back and forth between classical, folk, and
pop,” Howard Goodall’s beautifully accessible and
entertaining ode to joy is a groundbreaking look at just how
far we’ve come (The Sunday Times, London).

Blueprint
The author of A Life Decoded explains how his team's
achievement with sequencing the human genome has
launched an important age of biological research, revealing a
growing potential for enabling humans to adapt and evolve for
long-term survival and environmental improvement.

Why We Believe
Presents a series of stories about men and women who,
representing both medical and literary oddities, raise
fundamental questions about the nature of reality

Life at the Speed of Light
Antivaxxers are crazy. That is the perception we all gain from
the media, the internet, celebrities, and beyond, writes
Bernice Hausman in Anti/Vax, but we need to open our eyes
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and ears so that we can all have a better conversation about
vaccine skepticism and its implications. Hausman argues that
the heated debate about vaccinations and whether to get
them or not is most often fueled by accusations and
vilifications rather than careful attention to the real concerns
of many Americans. She wants to set the record straight
about vaccine skepticism and show how the issues and ideas
that motivate it—like suspicion of pharmaceutical companies
or the belief that some illness is necessary to good
health—are commonplace in our society. Through Anti/Vax,
Hausman wants to engage public health officials, the media,
and each of us in a public dialogue about the relation of
individual bodily autonomy to the state's responsibility to
safeguard citizens' health. We need to know more about the
position of each side in this important stand-off so that public
decisions are made through understanding rather than
stereotyped perceptions of scientifically illiterate antivaxxers
or faceless bureaucrats. Hausman reveals that vaccine
skepticism is, in part, a critique of medicalization and a
warning about the dangers of modern medicine rather than a
glib and gullible reaction to scaremongering and
misunderstanding.

How We Misunderstand Economics and Why It
Matters
For several decades Rafael Capurro has been at the forefront
of defining the relationship between information and
modernity through both phenomenological and ethical
formulations. In exploring both of these themes Capurro has
re-vivified the transcultural and intercultural expressions of
how we bring an understanding of information to bear on
scientific knowledge production and intermediation. Capurro
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has long stressed the need to look deeply into how we
contextualize the information problems that scientific society
creates for us and to re-incorporate a pragmatic dimension
into our response that provides a balance to the cognitive turn
in information science. With contributions from 35 scholars
from 15 countries, Information Cultures in the Digital Age
focuses on the culture and philosophy of information,
information ethics, the relationship of information to message,
the historic and semiotic understanding of information, the
relationship of information to power and the future of
information education. This Festschrift seeks to celebrate
Rafael Capurro’s important contribution to a global dialogue
on how information conceptualisation, use and technology
impact human culture and the ethical questions that arise
from this dynamic relationship.

The Story of Music
Who is the 'Devil'? And what is he due? The Devil is anyone
who disagrees with you. And what he is due is the right to
speak his mind. He must have this for your own safety's sake
because his freedom is inextricably tied to your own. If he can
be censored, why shouldn't you be censored? If we put
barriers up to silence 'unpleasant' ideas, what's to stop the
silencing of any discussion? This book is a full-throated
defense of free speech and open inquiry in politics, science,
and culture by the New York Times bestselling author and
skeptic Michael Shermer. The new collection of essays and
articles takes the Devil by the horns by tackling five key
themes: free thought and free speech, politics and society,
scientific humanism, religion, and the ideas of controversial
intellectuals. For our own sake, we must give the Devil his
due.
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The Man Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat: And
Other Clinical Tales
What do these scenarios have in common: a professional
tennis player returning a serve, a woman evaluating a first
date across the table, a naval officer assessing a threat to his
ship, and a comedian about to reveal a punch line? In this
counterintuitive and insightful work, author Frank Partnoy
weaves together findings from hundreds of scientific studies
and interviews with wide-ranging experts to craft a picture of
effective decision-making that runs counter to our brutally fastpaced world. Even as technology exerts new pressures to
speed up our lives, it turns out that the choices we
make––unconsciously and consciously, in time frames
varying from milliseconds to years––benefit profoundly from
delay. As this winning and provocative book reveals, taking
control of time and slowing down our responses yields better
results in almost every arena of life … even when time seems
to be of the essence. The procrastinator in all of us will delight
in Partnoy’s accounts of celebrity “delay specialists,” from
Warren Buffett to Chris Evert to Steve Kroft, underscoring the
myriad ways in which delaying our reactions to everyday
choices––large and small––can improve the quality of our
lives.

The Rough Guide to Psychology
A cutting-edge, research-based inquiry into how we influence
those around us and how understanding the brain can help
us change minds for the better. In The Influential Mind,
neuroscientist Tali Sharot takes us on a thrilling exploration of
the nature of influence. We all have a duty to affect
others—from the classroom to the boardroom to social media.
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But how skilled are we at this role, and can we become
better? It turns out that many of our instincts—from relying on
facts and figures to shape opinions, to insisting others are
wrong or attempting to exert control—are ineffective, because
they are incompatible with how people’s minds operate.
Sharot shows us how to avoid these pitfalls, and how an
attempt to change beliefs and actions is successful when it is
well-matched with the core elements that govern the human
brain. Sharot reveals the critical role of emotion in influence,
the weakness of data and the power of curiosity. Relying on
the latest research in neuroscience, behavioral economics
and psychology, the book provides fascinating insight into the
complex power of influence, good and bad.

Darwin's Proof
Why are we the way we are? For over a hundred years
psychologists have been conducting scientific experiments to
find out. The Rough Guide to Psychology starts with you,
your mind and brain, broadens out to your friends and other
relationships, then onto crowds, mobs and religion. There are
also sections on real-life psychology, showing how the latest
research is relevant to crime, schooling, sports, politics,
shopping, and health. There are opportunities to test your
own memory, intelligence, personality, and much more, as
well as advice on everything from pick-up lines to creativity.
This book takes a fresh look at the classic cases and studies,
from Phineas Gage to Milgram, and combines this with a
cutting-edge round-up of the latest research. The last section
deals with what happens when the mind falters, covering
depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, as well as more unusual
conditions. Care is taken throughout to ensure conclusions
are tied to the latest high quality psychological science.
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Extra Dimensions in Space and Time
Library of Science Book Club selection Discover magazine
“What to Read” selection “A really great book.” —IRA
FLATOW, Science Friday “One of the finest science writers
I’ve ever read.” —Los Angeles Times “Ellard has a knack for
distilling obscure scientific theories into practical wisdom.”
—New York Times Book Review “[Ellard] mak[es] even the
most mundane entomological experiment or exegesis of
psychological geekspeak feel fresh and fascinating.” —NPR
“Colin Ellard is one of the world’s foremost thinkers on the
neuroscience of urban design. Here he offers an entirely new
way to understand our cities—and ourselves.” —CHARLES
MONTGOMERY, author of Happy City: Transforming Our
Lives Through Urban Design Our surroundings can powerfully
affect our thoughts, emotions, and physical responses,
whether we’re awed by the Grand Canyon or Hagia Sophia,
panicked in a crowded room, soothed by a walk in the park,
or tempted in casinos and shopping malls. In Places of the
Heart, Colin Ellard explores how our homes, workplaces,
cities, and nature—places we escape to and can’t escape
from—have influenced us throughout history, and how our
brains and bodies respond to different types of real and
virtual space. As he describes the insight he and other
scientists have gained from new technologies, he assesses
the influence these technologies will have on our evolving
environment and asks what kind of world we are, and should
be, creating. Colin Ellard is the author of You Are Here: Why
We Can Find Our Way to the Moon, but Get Lost in the Mall.
A cognitive neuroscientist at the University of Waterloo and
director of its Urban Realities Laboratory, he lives in
Kitchener, Ontario.
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Killed at the Whim of a Hat
Humans are born to create theories about the
world--unfortunately, they're usually wrong, and keep us from
understanding the world as it really is Why do we catch
colds? What causes seasons to change? And if you fire a
bullet from a gun and drop one from your hand, which bullet
hits the ground first? In a pinch we almost always get these
questions wrong. Worse, we regularly misconstrue
fundamental qualities of the world around us. In Scienceblind,
cognitive and developmental psychologist Andrew Shtulman
shows that the root of our misconceptions lies in the theories
about the world we develop as children. They're not only
wrong, they close our minds to ideas inconsistent with them,
making us unable to learn science later in life. So how do we
get the world right? We must dismantle our intuitive theories
and rebuild our knowledge from its foundations. The reward
won't just be a truer picture of the world, but clearer solutions
to many controversies-around vaccines, climate change, or
evolution-that plague our politics today.

How We Teach Science
The untold story of the historic voyage to the moon that
closed out one of our darkest years with a nearly
unimaginable triumph In August 1968, NASA made a bold
decision: in just sixteen weeks, the United States would
launch humankind’s first flight to the moon. Only the year
before, three astronauts had burned to death in their
spacecraft, and since then the Apollo program had suffered
one setback after another. Meanwhile, the Russians were
winning the space race, the Cold War was getting hotter by
the month, and President Kennedy’s promise to put a man on
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the moon by the end of the decade seemed sure to be
broken. But when Frank Borman, Jim Lovell and Bill Anders
were summoned to a secret meeting and told of the
dangerous mission, they instantly signed on. Written with all
the color and verve of the best narrative non-fiction, Apollo 8
takes us from Mission Control to the astronaut’s homes, from
the test labs to the launch pad. The race to prepare an
untested rocket for an unprecedented journey paves the way
for the hair-raising trip to the moon. Then, on Christmas Eve,
a nation that has suffered a horrendous year of
assassinations and war is heartened by an inspiring message
from the trio of astronauts in lunar orbit. And when the
mission is over—after the first view of the far side of the
moon, the first earth-rise, and the first re-entry through the
earth’s atmosphere following a flight to deep space—the
impossible dream of walking on the moon suddenly seems
within reach. The full story of Apollo 8 has never been told,
and only Jeffrey Kluger—Jim Lovell’s co-author on their
bestselling book about Apollo 13—can do it justice. Here is
the tale of a mission that was both a calculated risk and a wild
crapshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes
forever changed our view of the home planet.

The Cost-Benefit Revolution
So much of what we hear about personal finance is confusing
and time-consuming but here Ireland’s leading personal
finance experts have made it as simple as possible to help
you save up to €25,000. Charlie Weston and Karl Deeter see
every day how too many of us pay over the odds, get ripped
off or simply don’t maximise the money we have. Here they
share the financial hacks and money-saving tips and tricks
they have picked up through years of working as personal
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finance experts. Each chapter covers a single common
personal finance topic, explaining how you can make better
choices in this area, the amount you can expect to save over
a year, the time it will take to follow the tip and a star rating for
the complexity or hassle factor.

Wait
Debunking myths behind what is known collectively as the
new cosmology—a grand, overlapping set of narratives that
claim to bring science and spirituality together—Lisa H.
Sideris offers a searing critique of the movement’s
anthropocentric vision of the world. In Consecrating Science,
Sideris argues that instead of cultivating an ethic of respect
for nature, the new cosmology encourages human arrogance,
uncritical reverence for science, and indifference to
nonhuman life. Exploring moral sensibilities rooted in
experience of the natural world, Sideris shows how a sense of
wonder can foster environmental attitudes that will protect our
planet from ecological collapse for years to come.

Rethink
Provides a broad, introductory survey to psycholinguistics that
will remain relevant to students whether they continue in the
field or notJulie Sedivy's Language in Mind, Second Edition
provides an exceptionally accessible introduction to the
challenging task of learning psycholinguistic research, theory,
and application. Through a research-based approach, the text
addresses important questions and approaches, reflecting a
variety oftheoretical orientations and viewpoints, provoking a
sense of curiosity about language and the structures in the
mind and brain that give rise to it, and emphasizing not just
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what psycholinguists know, but how they've come to know it.

Metacognitive Diversity
This Handbook reviews a wealth of research in cognitive and
educational psychology that investigates how to enhance
learning and instruction to aid students struggling to learn and
to advise teachers on how best to support student learning.
The Handbook includes features that inform readers about
how to improve instruction and student achievement based
on scientific evidence across different domains, including
science, mathematics, reading and writing. Each chapter
supplies a description of the learning goal, a balanced
presentation of the current evidence about the efficacy of
various approaches to obtaining that learning goal, and a
discussion of important future directions for research in this
area. It is the ideal resource for researchers continuing their
study of this field or for those only now beginning to explore
how to improve student achievement.

Perspectives on Science and Culture
Dermatology Essentials, edited by world authorities Drs. Jean
L. Bolognia, Julie V. Schaffer, Karynne O. Duncan, and
Christine J. Ko, provides the quick answers you need on
every important aspect of dermatology and guidance on their
application in your day-to-day practice. Derived from the
renowned authoritative reference work Dermatology, 3rd
Edition, this on-the-go reference distills the essential
information needed to quickly diagnose and manage a wide
range of dermatologic disorders—without the need for any
additional resources. Consult this title on your favorite ereader, conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for
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optimal readability. Review or refresh your knowledge of the
fundamentals and diagnostic approaches of skin disease with
unique introductory chapters providing the basic principles of
dermatology, bedside diagnostics, and clinical approach to a
fever and rash – extremely helpful for the beginner. Visualize
more of the conditions you see in practice with over 1,500
clinical images, illustrations, and schematics. Avoid diagnostic
pitfalls using practical tables, intuitive artworks, and logical
algorithms. Find answers fast with a highly user-friendly,
"easy-in-easy-out" format and a wealth of tables and
schematics for instant visual comprehension. Make the most
of electronic functionality with access to the complete
contents online and in various ebook formats - making it easy
to teach impromptu on a tablet in the clinic, or conduct more
formal lecturing.
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